Hello, My Dear
I am Alan, this is Yufucheng Technology Co., Ltd. From shenzhen, guangdong province,
China. 14 years professional manufacture.Yufucheng is the no.1 manufacturer of coated pipe in
China, leading the trend of international coated pipe industry.
The attachment is our product catalog. I'm sure you'll be interested in the following points!
1. We are the manufacturer of coated pipe, metal joint and caster. We are looking for agents
and hope to cooperate with you.
2. Our company have passed the ISO international standard.
3. Compared with other peers,our products are of good quality and low price.
4. We are looking for an agent.
5. We're going to give you a bigger profit margin, so you can make 20% more than you did
before.
6. We hope to cooperate with you !

Yufucheng Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in Shenzhen China in 2004, is a design,
production and sales of lean pipe series, Powder Coated Pipe series,Stainless steel pipe
series,Metal joint series,Connectors series, Rohs ESD mat, Caster series,wheel series,Foot
cup series, Trihydromethane plate series,Solid wood splint series,Seamless steel pipe,PVC
Coated Pipe,ABS coated Pipe,PE coated steel pipe,such as a full range of more than 100 kinds
of products Comprehensive enterprise and suppliers.

Yufucheng’s products are widely used in lean flexible production lines, production workshop
bench, production lines, storage racks, material turnover vehicles, sliding shelves and other
manufacturing industries, the company has a full range of product design and manufacturing
capabilities and has four patented products, Is a professional, excellent manufacturer.
Thank you for reading. Looking forward to your reply. Best regard!
******************************************************
Alan Yang (Mr)
Yufucheng Technology Co., Ltd.
1st Floor, Building 12, Jingyi Industrial Park, No. 95 Guanlan Avenue, Longhua New
District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, China
Tell: (86)0755-28121920
Mobile : (86)18566257994
Facebook: yufucheng.0
Email : alan@yfcheng.com
web : www.yfcheng.com

